Introduction
============

The Danish Nobel Prize Niels Bohr once stated that "making a prediction is very difficult, especially about the future" (Ellis, [@B10]). The exact and original source of this quotation is still a matter of debate: someone argues that it is an old Danish proverb that Bohr was fond of quoting, others think that this is probably a sentence pronounced by a member of the Danish parliament or perhaps first said by the Danish cartoonist Robert Storm Petersen. Something is rotten in this Danish quote; however, it could be reasonable to agree with the content of the quote itself. Making predictions, one of the basic desires of mankind, is very difficult. Predictions are pillars of scientific method, and, from an epistemological point of view, the holy grail of every scientists should be designing a theory capable of generate predictions on all the possible consequences deriving from the theory itself, with each of them being testable and potentially falsifiable (Popper, [@B24]). More realistically, some researchers succeed in making, at least, some working hypotheses.

However, something is changing. We currently know that when an individual is awake and alert and not actively engaged in attention-demanding tasks, organized neural activity is present in a set of brain regions called default mode network (DMN; Raichle et al., [@B26]). This network involves densely interconnected pivotal structures, such as the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), the precuneus, and parts of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), and its activity is suspended during specific goal-directed behaviors (Sandrone and Bacigaluppi, [@B29]). DMN activity have been investigated across the whole range of life cycle, from the emergence in 2-day-old newborn (Gao et al., [@B12]) to its disappearance in dead brain patients (Boly et al., [@B4]), through its evolution in both healthy and pathological conditions, where DMN show inter-individual differences, abnormalities, and disruptions (for a review see Power et al., [@B25]). Interestingly, recent evidence on these DMN differences, abnormalities, and disruptions in both connectivity and activity coming from different neuroscientific domains can account for an emerging concept that we named the "predictive value" or "predictive potential" of DMN (Sandrone and Bacigaluppi, [@B29]). In fact, it is seems that DMN can be used as predictive behavioral markers and as clinical diagnostic tools, thus making the brain a sort of crystal ball. These predictions are highly heterogeneous and the current evidence are scattered between several neuroscientific domains: they range from neurological to psychiatric conditions, and mix up behavioral phenotypes and neuropsychological evidence, in an intriguing parallelism between connectivity and activity.

Connectivity within DMN
=======================

The connectivity within the posteromedial parts of the precuneus before the execution of a n-back task with increasing levels of memory load, for example, predict working memory execution (Sala-Llonch et al., [@B28]). DMN predictions can also be projected along the life span and thus be linked to the development trajectory. In juvenile offenders, for example, premotor functional connectivity predicts impulsivity (Shannon et al., [@B30]). Functional connectivity within the DMN can predict sustained attention ability in Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) patients (Bonnelle et al., [@B5]; Sandrone and Bacigaluppi, [@B29]), and the severity of brain damage induced by mild TBI in the subacute phase of injury can be assessed by alterations in the DMN (Johnson et al., [@B16]). Moreover, resting state connectivity of the PCC with the perigenual anterior cingulate and the right amygdala in acutely traumatized subjects is associated with PTSD symptoms: the correlation with the right amygdala predicts future PTSD symptoms, possibly setting the stage for DMN based prognostic tools distinguishing between subjects who will and those who will not develop PTSD (Lanius et al., [@B18]). DMN may also improve early discrimination of dementia with Lewy bodies from Alzheimer disease in cognitively normal individuals (Galvin et al., [@B11]), and DMN functional connectivity tracks clinical deterioration in Alzheimer patients (Damoiseaux et al., [@B9]). fMRI connectivity has great utility in predicting future cognitive decline in AD vs MCI, since it indices distinguish patients with MCI who undergo cognitive decline and conversion to AD from those who remain stable over a 2- to 3-year follow up period (Petrella et al., [@B23]). Increased functional connectivity indicates the severity of cognitive impairment in multiple sclerosis (Hawellek et al., [@B14]), and may also constitute a robust diagnostic or prognostic metric in individual patients with autism (Anderson et al., [@B1]). DMN connectivity disruptions in comatose patients may serve as an indicator of the extent of cortical disruption, predict reversible impairments in consciousness (Norton et al., [@B22]), and reflects the level of consciousness in non-communicative brain-damaged patients. (Vanhaudenhuyse et al., [@B32]).

Neural Activity Of DMN
======================

Not only the functional connectivity, but also the neural activation of DMN can have a great predictive value. The neural activity of midline brain regions, including bilateral precuneus and posterior cingulate cortices, perigenual anterior cingulate cortices, and transverse frontopolar gyri, precedes errors during the stop signal task, and, noteworthy, a greater activation of these cerebral areas predicts stop signal errors (Li et al., [@B20]). In the same psychological test, regional homogeneity of some regions of DMN can predict stop signal reaction time, thus linking once more spontaneous brain activity during resting state to a cognitive performance (Tian et al., [@B31]). The patterns of longitudinal deficits of DMN may assist investigators to identify and monitor the development of amnestic type mild cognitive impairment (aMCI; Bai et al., [@B2]). PCC/precuneus dysfunction, in fact, is positively related to the impairments of episodic memory from baseline to follow up in aMCI patients, and thus this DMN hub can be proposed as specifically progressive deficits of brain functional marker (Bai et al., [@B2]). Default mode network activity distinguishes Alzheimer's disease from healthy aging, and thus may prove a sensitive and specific biomarker for incipient AD, since Alzheimer disease patients group showed decreased resting state activity in the posterior cingulate (Greicius et al., [@B13]). Dysfunctions of cerebral networks precede recognition memory deficits in early Parkinson's disease (PD). PD patients, in fact, showed decreased task-related activations in areas involved in the recognition memory network and decreased task-related deactivations in the DMN in comparison with controls (Ibarretxe-Bilbao et al., [@B15]). Moreover, Behavioral scores assessing the level of consciousness correlate with deactivation in minimally conscious state and unresponsive wakefulness syndrome patients: deactivation of medial regions can be associated with the level of consciousness, and it may function as a marker of consciousness (Crone et al., [@B8]).

Conclusions and Outlines
========================

We are still far from an ultimate understanding of DMN physiology and their functional relevance: the aforementioned "predictive" evidence on both the functional connectivity and neural activity, though pioneeristic, are still puzzling and need to be systematically replicated. Further studies will have mainly to replicate these experiments on larger sample and improve the accuracy rate of every single prediction. However, observing the resting brain to predict a cerebral outcome should be a great challenge for neuroscience (Sandrone and Bacigaluppi, [@B29]). Discovered in a serendipitous manner (see Buckner, [@B6] for a review) because they have been for long time considered a "noise" to be removed and not an informative "signal," than thought of no utility (Morcom and Fletcher, [@B21] but see also Buckner and Vincent, [@B7]; Raichle and Snyder, [@B27]), we strongly believe that DMN will be used as predictive tool in several neuroscientific domains. We can not predict whether this cerebral crystal ball will definitively tear down the wall between neurology and psychiatry (Baker et al., [@B3]) neither we are in front of a paradigm shift (Khun, [@B17], but see also Ledford, [@B19]) that will allow neuroscientists to realize a complete "functional taxonomy" of diseases. Time will tell. Probably Professor Bohr, the popular wisdom, the member of parliament, and the cartoonist are all right: making a (DMN based) prediction is very difficult, but, ultimately, it is not as difficult as it is thought.
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